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‘Trove’ is the latest innovation from the National Library of Australia which brings together the content of eight separate discovery services and much more. 

Trove (http://trove.nla.gov.au (​http:​/​​/​trove.nla.gov.au​)) is a powerful search engine. The name Trove makes reference to the expression ‘treasure trove’, as a collection of rare or valuable things. The name encapsulates the concepts of a collection, of treasured items, and of the process of discovery. 

The service makes it possible to find and get over 90 million Australian resources. You can also browse ‘zones’ of information – books, journals, magazines, articles; maps; pictures and photos; Australian newspapers; diaries, letters, archives; archived websites, and biographies of people and organisations. 

The service is aimed at the general public and is especially useful for local and family historians. In a recent survey 70% of users labelled themselves as family historians, recreational or professional researchers. There are about 1 million people using the service which was released in November 2009, and this is expected to rise up to about 7 million in the future. The service is free and online and has transformed the way that researchers living in remote areas can now do their work.  

“I am a historical researcher and this site makes me want to leap up and down with excitement because this is an amazing resource which will save me an enormous amount of time”

“I have always lived in isolated areas and rarely managed to visit libraries, so to be able to view old newspaper articles from my home is just fantastic.”

“Trove enables any society member who may be living far (or near) from a capital city library, to do a bit of research from home and share the results with all members. For us, Trove reverses the tyranny of distance.”

Examples of current Australian research being undertaken in Trove are local histories, genealogy, climate change, earliest usage of specific words, early railways, cigarette advertising, music composer’s in the 1840’s, influenza, Bendigo murders and much more.

The Trove feature which enables you to limit your search to online items only is being very well used, and certainly helps people who are in a hurry and want immediate access to information. However Trove also provides a wealth of information on non-digital resources and this is one of its strengths.  Knowing that a unique item exists and where it is held is of huge value to history researchers.  Trove provides researchers with access to a wide range of resources from the ‘deep web’, resources that are not often found by popular search engines, being buried too deep in databases. 

Trove is a stable repository with permanent page links that can be cited in reports and papers. The search engine is managed by the National Library of Australia and most of the information is from reliable sources such as libraries, museums, art galleries, repositories and archives. New contributor data is being added all the time. The 20 million full-text searchable historic Australian newspaper articles are proving very popular and a further 20 million will be available by 2011. Historic editions of the Australian Women’s Weekly are expected to be available at the end of 2010. A list of titles being digitised is available at: https://www.nla.gov.au/ndp/selected_newspapers (​https:​/​​/​www.nla.gov.au​/​ndp​/​selected_newspapers​). The National Library has funded digitisation of newspapers since 2007 to the tune of $10 million, but from 2011 onwards State, Territory and Public Libraries, councils, local history societies and other organisations are being encouraged to fund regional and local titles or give donations towards them. The rough cost of digitisation is $2 per page and further information is here: https://www.nla.gov.au/ndp/get_involved (​https:​/​​/​www.nla.gov.au​/​ndp​/​get_involved​)

Trove is part of the national information infrastructure. It has been developed by working with the public, and it utilises many web 2.0 features. Users are encouraged to engage with each other and the data in various ways. This includes improving existing data by adding comments, tags and also correcting newspaper text; and uploading their own images. These could be scanned old family photographs, letters, objects, or recent photographs for example of historic buildings. Instructions on how to do this are here: http://www.pictureaustralia.org/contribute/individual.html (​http:​/​​/​www.pictureaustralia.org​/​contribute​/​individual.html​). 

Users have noted that being able to share their own resources with others, and provide comments on resources within Trove is very useful and gives context to resources.  Many requests have been received by the Trove team for users to be able to contact other users.  This is usually when a user notices that someone else is doing similar research to themselves. This is particularly easy to spot in the historic newspapers where user names are clearly shown on text corrections and comments. To answer this need a user forum has been implemented.  This enables discussion to take place within the virtual community, with options for users to let others contact them directly.  It can also be used to organise group research where the members are distributed and may never meet each other.  Users can set up a ‘group’ to do this.

To keep a track of your own research the ‘list’ feature is really helpful.  This lets you add anything you find in Trove to your list.  You can also add any web resource not in Trove to the list.  The list can be ordered, named and every item described as you like.  Many users are deciding to make their lists public so that others can see them.  A public list becomes a resource in its own right that appears in search results for that topic.  An example of a public list ‘Songs and Music of NSW places’ is here: http://trove.nla.gov.au/list?id=196 (​http:​/​​/​trove.nla.gov.au​/​list?id=196​)

Trove has something for every researcher exploring Australian information and records, and is an exciting development for all Australians.


**Rose presented at the RAHS Annual Conference in Richmond on October 23rd 2010. Presentation: http://www.slideshare.net/RHmarvellous (​http:​/​​/​www.slideshare.net​/​RHmarvellous​)
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